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Homecoming Features Parade
11
'

PAINTING THE TOWN
.
Most orlgliu.1 of the floats in the
Home'oniuv* parade was the "Tom Sawyer" creation of the Pike
County Club showing Tom with a bevy of beauties doing his painting.
' „
,

MOST BEAUTIFUL ... The Pulaski County " coming parade. Key feature of the float was a
Club's "Thumbelina" float, which was the winner
Bower blossom that required two solid weeks of
in the "moat beautiful" division of floit competi- ; DapKln Blurting.
tion, tours downtown Richmond during the Home- i
—

QUEEN
. Miss Brenda Woody. Columbia, is crownsd
Homeromlng Queen by Dr. Russell I. Todd, member of the BMtern Board of Regents, In ceremonies before the Eastern-Western
CjaHn Saturday.

Twenties Are Lucky

6dsteR

"Setting The Pace In

OQR&SS

A Progressive Era

Student

Made Selections
Thirty-six seniors have been selected to membership in
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
CO e

" IeTcctlons were made by a faculty committee andeligibtlltv was based upon scholarship, extra, curricular activities, and
■fuzenship^ in addition, the student had to have a 3^0 standing
or better Plus a minimum of 90 semester hours. A final iequii "merit was one full year of residence plus being in residence B
Ul
'A naUonal honor organization for outstanding rtudenU.
Wno-s Who wea founded In 1934. and is one of the most : amil ar
ho o.aries in the nation. Membership to it is considered one
of the highest and most coveted honors a student can attain.
,

I.-

ten^SST^.w.nhd .
xxrltficaU of raombwr" .^Mri1'^
society, and his name and activities arc listed in the "Blue
Book," which is published annually.
.
• .
Eastern students. honored
this year are: William Lee Bohanning, ■ commerce
major
from
Louisville;
Douglas
Bricker, a Milford, Ohio political science major; Mrs. Wanda H, Brown, English area
student from Cox's Creek;
Miss Lois DeMoss Campbell,
a
Westminister,
Maryland,
political science major; James
Caitmell, Industrial arts major from
Carrollton;
Mrs.
Nancy Cornett, elementary education major from Manches-

Wells, Comprise Court

No.d

Thirty-Six Eastern Seniors Obtain Listing
Among Who's Who In American Colleges
Faculty Committee

Misses Woody, Hendricks,

By JOY GKAIIAM
Progress OHM Editor
Publication of Eastern State College, Richmond, Kentucky
A queen and her court from wonderland are evidence that
numbers In the twenties must be lucky.
Brenda- Woody, Homecoming queen for 1963 carried the
number 20 during Homecoming festivities. Her first attendant, Dianne Hendricks, was number 27 ana her second attendant was number 28, Susie Wells.
Brenda is a senior biology
major
from
Columbia, Ky. where, at the same time BrenShe spent her first two years da was being crowned queen
of college at Lindsey Wilson on Eastern's football field, her
■later was retiring as homeromlng queen. ■-— ■■«.—T-*-» - • ->
Ag Club RepK^entfcttve
The queen was the representative of the Agriculture .Club
which used as its theme Peter
Tan.
Brenda, who was first runnel- up last year, was attired
in
work clothes helping a new
Floats and dorm decoralccmmato move into her room
tions
were
uniting
the
many
1
attractions on Eastern's cam- when she was notified of her
title.
pus Saturday.
When Dianne Hendricks was
Despite the crisp, cool morning ajr, 33 floats representing called to the lobby of McGreg. campus organizations, started or Hall at 12:10 Saturday aft. down Lancaster Avenue at 10 ernoon she assumed her fathi Saturday
morning.
From er was having trouble getting
i these 33 came two winners v ticket
Sho paid no attention to
and two runners-up.
Driving into first place for Roger Smith, the president of
beauty was Pulaski County, KYMA, who was standing
with "Thunibelinn," and scc- closer to her and asked that
| ond was Kappa Pi, with :ihe change back into her formal.
"Beauty and the Beast." ,
. ..vc ~
Soph From Louisville
Ftr originality Pike
Cotintv's "Tom Sawyer" «••—'"iMpi
Dianne is a sophomore from
•'into ■tift!%prfrigtils, "wit.« -tttF "Louisville with an area in
World
Affairs Club, with physical education health and
"Hansel and Grctel,"
placed recreation.
Dianne also Is a ROTC
second.
«
for
the
Counter
"Despite a few hardships," sponsor
exclaimed Mr. Willaid
Mc- Guerilla Raiders. She is also
Hone, assistant professor of the social chairman for Kappa
art and supervisor for the Delta Tau, the organization
.floats, "this year has been the that she represented.
l
Susie. Wells nearly
missed
»-" ' ' V^-'
have nevor
seen so many students willing Smith whe» he' came to ' Inform
her
that
she,
too,
would
to work so hard."
Dornis, as well as floats, re- wear a formal on the football
house, Roberta Wilkerson. Second row: Janice Keeton, Julie ceived much preparation. Stu- field that afternoon as second
WIIO'S WHO HONORED . . . Thirty-six Eastern seniors
to the queen. DressRachford, Allen Hammon, Ann Fagan, .Karen Flynn, Sally dents, putting on those finish- attendant
were recently elected to Who's Who In American Colleges and
touches, worked until wee ed in the suit she had planned
Johnson, Melinda Hines, Gloria Elliot, Bill Bohanning, Lois ing
hours of Saturday morning to to wear she was on her way
Universities. Pictured on row one from left are Mrs. Frieda
Campbell. Row three: Jim Houston, Beverly Skaggs, Mary compete in the homecoming to take her family to-dinner.
Looney, Mrs. Geraldine Spurlln, Mrs. Julie Schwier, Carolyn
A' Freshman
Ann Nelson, Doug Bricker, James Cartmell, Ellen lUceH contest.
Haag, Jimmy Gross, Neva Montgomery, Phyllis Tirey, Mrs.
Susie is a second semester
Mattox Hall boys chopped
George Wilcox, Nancy Sea, Kenneth Miller: Absent were
commerce
major
Kathleen Smith, Beverly GiUls, Peggy Karem, Mrs. Wanda
their way Into the winners freshman
Martin Taylor and Larry Elliott.
Prestonsburg.
Last
circle of dorm decoration with from
Brown, Mrs. Nancy Cornett, Helen Fagan, Jo Nell Whiteyear
she
attended
Berea
as a
"Jack and the Beanstalk" as
psycology
major.
At
Berea
their theme.
Burnam Hall
girls with "The Three Little she was secretary of her class.
She represented the Floyd
Pigs" as their theme, were the
first runner-up.
Hans Chris- County Club and rode on their
tian Anderson's "The Storks" float which portrayed "The
was the theme for the second Goose that Layed the Golden
Egg."
runner-up, McGregor Hall.

4lstYear

Friday, November 8, 1963

For Queen Candidates

lish.and history major from
Lexing-'- »»». -Julie Houston*
Schwier, Florence elementary
education major; Miss Nancy
Gcraldine Sea, elementary ed- j
ucation major from Sinai;
Miss Bcvery Skag6a,-Lauta-j
ville
elementary education J
major; Mrs. Kathleen McCallom
Smith, English major
from Richmond.
Mrs. Geraldine Wells Spurlln, Owingsville biology major; Martin G. Taylor, com-.,
roerce major, and Miss Phyllis
Tirey, elementary education
major, both of Winchester;
Miss Jo Nell WhitehouBe, English major from
Chaplin;
George
Wilcox,
Richmond
chemistry major; and Miss
Roberta Virginia
Wilkerson,
Miss Gloria Jeanne Elliott, Louisville mathematics major.
commerce major from Springfield; Larry Elliot, Industrial
arts major from Manchester;
Miss Ann Marie Fagan, biology and chemistry major, and
Miss Helen Teresa Fagan,
English major, both of Richmond; Miss Karen Wesley
Flynn, art major from. Irvine;
Miss Beverly Jean Gtllis, Lawrenceburg
mathematics majThree seniors and one Eastejn dent of the World Affairs Club
graduate have been nominated and was a member of OAKS.
Jimmy Gordon Gross, hist- for a Danforth Graduate FelFarks, a social science area
ory major from Coalgood;
student from Richmond, is a
Miss Carolyn Sue Haag, Fern lowship.
member of OAKS. He is sports
The nominees are Donald editor and head of circulation
Creek elementary education
major; Allen Jasper Hamon, Campbell Dykes, a senior for.the Progress.
chemistry major from Gray- mathematics major; Gary McThe fellowships, offered by
son; Miss Melinda Thornton Bee, a geography and geology the Danforth Foundation of St.
Hines,• Somerset, art major; major who graduated last Louis. Missouri, are open to
James Allen Houston, biology spring; Tommy Wayne Noe, a male college, seniors or recent
and
major from Cynthiana; Miss senior physics major;
graduates preparing for a
Sally Jane Johnsem,
Russell Robert -ISffS Parks, a senior career of teaching, counseling,
social science major.
mathematics major.
From Richmond, Dykes has or administrative work at the
More Listed
served
as president, vice-presi- college level.
Miss Peggy Ann Karem, soDr. Clyde L. Orr, associate
cial science area student from dent, treasurer of the Math dean In charge of graduate
Club,
and
as
secretary
of
OmiLouisville; Miss Janice Elaine
studies and liaison officer for
Keeton, English and French cron Alpha Kappa and presl* the Danforth Fellowship on the
dent
of
Kappa
Delta
Pi.
He
Is
major from Monticello; Mrs.
campus, made the announceFreda Murphy Looney, Eng- listed in Who's Who.
Awarded the physics award ment of the nominees.
lish major from Richmond;
The four candidates' were
Kenneth Robert Miller, politi- in his freshman year, Noe is a nominated by their major decal science major from Frank- member of the Physics Club partments and selection was
fort; Miss Neva June Mont- and Kappa Iota Epsilon. From done.by a faculty committee
gomery, Scottsburg,
Indiana Corbin, he Is vice-president of under the leadership of Dr. Orr.
music area student;
Miss Omicron, Alpha Kappa.
Judged Upon
A 1963, graduate. McBee is
Man.' Aim Nelson, English and
Nominees will be judged na„ presently teaching In Grand
history major from Gray; Miss
tionally on intellectual promise
j me Join Rachford. English | Rapids, Michigan W*.leat and personality, integrity, genu„:,„. froni Reilevue
I Eastern, he was listed In Who s
(Continued On Page 8)
m
M£s Ellen Gray Rice. Engine. He also served as pre..-

Decorations

Among Attractions

Highwaymen
May Appear

Four Eastern Students

Nominated for Danforths

The dream of having a popular ' folk singing group on
campus
may
finally
come
true.
»
, , .
The Student Council, which
has been working on the project all year, decided yesterday
to secure the Highwaymen, a
popular folk singing group for
a concert on Dec. 9.
*
All that stands in the way
is President Martin's final ap"Education is an investment
proval.
He has already given
tentative approval .to .the proj- in people, "and unless you improve people, you can't do anyect.
mov&t -Ciu..^il president thing for any country,'1 Dr.
Bob Vickers announced at the Burnica
Jarman,
President,
weekly Council meeting yes- Pikeville College, told Eastern,
terday afternoon--that he had students Wednesday during ascontacted an agent in
New
York and that three groups sembly.
Speaking on
the subject,
were available for Dec. 8 and
9, the date*, set for the con- "The Future Belongs to the
Best," Dr. Jarman said that
cert'by the <?'"■***.
^^i.
The * Council decWSbr that people' must be taught how to
Friday night would be the best feel and believe as well as
night for the concert and the technilogical knowledge.
He emphasized that the futwo groups available for that
night, were the
Journeymen ture is determined in terms of
and the Highwaymen.
Al- mission, not missiles and that
though the Highwaymen cost the side that cares the most,
a little more, the Council de- not necessarily the strongest
cided to acquire them because side, consistently emerges victorious in any dispute.
they are better known,

Dr. Jarman Says Education
Is An Investment In People

MATTOX WINS .
. Tom Bryan, left, a freshman from
Frankfort, Is shown accepting the trophy for the winning
dormitory decorations In the Homecoming competlUon.
Mattox Hall won with Burnam Hall as first runner-up and
McGregor Hall as.second runner-up. The presentation was
made by Bob Vlckers, right, president of the student
council.

Three. Tensions Given
According to Dr. Jarman
the three tensions in the world
that could gradually lead to a
war that would end civilization
are the exploding birth rate,
the emerging peoples in Africa
and Asia who long for material and physical possessions,
and communism.
He said
that people the
wcrld over, "desire a world
without poverty,
unemployment and
war" and
that
"courage is not a commodity
held by any one people or
race."
Dr. Jarman then
listed
some areas of caution for the
United States.
He said that
we mustv Iteware of an eoo(OonUnued On Page 6)
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This week the Progress begins a just a job for pleasant weather—it
clean-up campaign. Posters will continues winter arid summer.
"You couldn't begin estimating
appear over the campus, urging you,
the cost of keeping this ■ campus
the student, to do your part and
clean," says Elmer Smith, head of
keep our campus as it should be the grounds crew. . here again this
kept.
cost could easily be avoided if only
"Clean-up is Big Business," on' the student body takes just a little
this same page, illustrates the' great care.
amount of money and time that ar«
Soon new, larger waste cans
spent in sprucing up the campus will be placed about the campus so
grounds each week.
The grounds receptacles will be in convenient
crew does a good job at this, but distances around all the buildings.
most of this work is unnecessary— The grounds crew won't mind emptyor it would be if students did their ing these at all, so long as they are
share in keeping Eastern clean.
It filled up frequently.
only takes a few more steps, or
Keeping clean is a habit and an
another minute, to put that candy attitude.
Most students are prowrapper or coke cup in a nearby bably not aware, now, that they ara
trash can.
so careless.
When theJy throw a
Anyone who has ever sewn the piece of paper aside, they do so unqrounds crew out on a bitterly cold consciously, not knowing of the
Saturday morninq, when most stu- reams of trouble wrapped up in it.
dents are still blissfully piling up That one candy wrapper or coke cup,
weekend sleep, should realize that multiplied by four thousand students,
painstakingly
picking
up after can create a large pile of trash.
Just remember the saying, often
thousands of careless people is all
too often a harder task, and much heard these days, but nonetheless
more unappreciated, that it should still true: "Every litter bit hurts"—
be. Clean-up on the campus is not the college and the student.

u.
i:
II

-J
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Glancing over the Who's Who ber down to 36, which is the maxilist this year, some significant omis- mum for Eastern. This was the list
sions are easily noticeable.
presented this week.
The honorees this yejar were
The criteria that determine the
chosen by a committee set up this selection of this list is a reflection of
year for that purpose alone.
This the very purpose of the college. If
committee listed everyone with a Eastern were smaller, perhaps, and
3.0 standing, who were seniors (90 had a great deal more emphasis on
hours as a minimum), who had shown academics, the list would be drasability and leadership in their ex- tically cut. On the other hand, if
tracurricular activities, who had the College existed mainly for exbeen good citizens, and who had tracurricular activities, theh those
been at least one year in residence honored would be of a far different
he-re.
character.
Such intangible qualiThe committee nominated at ties as these, besides the more obfirst 45 students y<ho m«t these re- vious ones, help in thei selection of
quirements and narrowed that num- this group.

According To Mencher

'College Papers: Not Free'
(ACP)—Professor Melvin Mencher of.the
Graduate School of Journalism at Columbia
University said that colleges and universities
are "morally obligated" to graduate full freedom of expression to the college press.
Professor Mencher addressed
student
newspapermen at the annual convention of the
Associated Collegiate Press in New York.
He said too many., school administrators
do not believe the college press can serve any
academic function. . , Furthermore, he added,
officials constitute the major obstacle to freedom of the student press.

Disagree With Supreme Court

Townspersons Approve Prayer

•&-*■

By RICK STEEVES
Progress Staff Writer

The Editor's
Post

What's What In Who's Who

n>

usiness
Maintenance is big business on Eastern's
campus. It takes a great deal of time, money
and labor to keep the campus in repair and
supplied with water, electricity, and heat. For
example, the estimated cost of coal that will
be used this term by the school is (49.000, the
cost of electricity is expected to be over
•90.000. and the cost of water and gas will go
as high as 950,000.
When you add to this already Immense
total the wages of sixteen janitors and maids,
who average |.85 an hour; thirty-one regular
employed maintenance men, who make from
12.25 to $2.50 an hour; and seven men on temKrary employ, who make $.85 an hour. It can
easily seen how big this job of maintenance
Is.
Among all the big jobs that maintanence
entails is the little job of picking up the trash
carelessly strewn all over campus. This Job
cost $100 in salaries alone for one week. Two
men work a twenty-one to a twenty-two-hour
week just picking up the bits of paper. Ten
students regularly work eight hours on Saturdays at this job: Joe Arterberry. John Arterberry. Joe Pursifull, Paul Ponchillia, Noble
Temple, James Bush, Roger Sharp, Roger
Green, Paul Maggard. and Noble Henderson.
Mr. Elmer Smith, head of the grounds
crew, explained that at least three truck loads
of trash are collected weekly.
He then offered this Invitation, "Look for yourself, over
the campus. We don't spend the hours we
should; it costs too much, and we have a
budget."
The crew picks, up, he says, two
to four cases of bottles in a day's time. On
Monday morning, "most of the staff" is used
just for cleaning up after a weekend.
Yet Smith says of the students, "There
Is a better group this year than we have over
had before. There didn't used to be anyone
who used the containers, but now one can see
some people using them."

Eastern Cleans Up
tl

Clean-Up Is

Gerald Maerz. assistant news editor

By MARY ANN NELSON
the United States in this regard. This is
bably still be doing it were R not for that de"Should schools support the Supreme
cision.
their, judgement but not unanimous.
I beCourt's recent ruling on the use of prayer in
lieve such decisions should be unanimous. I
"If they're (the Supreme Court) going to
the schools" is a topic that today is being
believe in the'separation of church and state,
follow the Constitution it is probably correct.
discussed, with many dissenting opinions and
but our nation was founded on Christian prinI think maybe they're correct, but I would still
many, at the same time, that agree with the
ciples and these principles come from God
like to be continuing the morning devotions."
ruling.
through the Bible. Our pledge to the flag,
Dixon A. ttarr (Principal of Model LaboraThe Progress "interviewed most of Rich- our coins, etc., all carry the endorsement of
tory School): "I think the issue is not whethour faith in God."
mond's leading ministers and the principals of
er we will or will not have prayer hut under
two high schools in an attempt to discover the
Rev, William H. Poore (First Methodist
what conditions. I. have a feeling (hat the
T
current of thought in this community. - Below
majority of the public think we should have
ChurchT: l "find myself somewhere between
their opinions are summarized.
bible reading without comment and without
the extreme positions of those, on the one
Kt. Rev. Msgr. Oscar L. Poole (St. Mark's
coercion. The same is true for prayer."
hand, who see the decision aa a death blow to
Catholic Church): "To me it seems we. never
The Supreme Court ruling, it seems, has
religious education in America; end those, on
do too much praying . . . There is some oba long way to go before it will be accepted
the other hand, who celebrate the decision aa
jection to church and state ... it seems that
without question. Many people are confused
a victory for atheism and the interpretation
if they're going to take all the love of God
about the interpretation of the decision and
that freedom of religious means freedom from
out .of the people's hearts, they're making it
religion.
its possible consequences. It will probably he
mighty pagan."
some time before this is clear.
"I
must
agree
with
an
editorial
In
ChrisRev. E. H. Overcasti (First Presbyterian
Most lay parsons as well as ssost ministian Century that "it • reminds parents and
Church)-: "I don't go along with the Supreme
ters appear to disagree with the ruHng. WhatCourt.
I think that the Supreme Court made . . re».Siou» 'eadera that the shaping of religious
ever their feelings about it may be, however,
a big mistake'in refusing the reading of the " ~ZZ££LZZ*_"V
.-~,-.--ability, not the
the ruling has at least ratic . •■—- rzdgovernments."
Bible and having prayer in public schools.
denly aware of the large part religion does
W. L. Houoway (Principal of Madison
This can lead to other things and eventually
play In their lives. Perhaps. It represents part
High School): "We are not.having the morntake the Christian heritage out of the strucof a revival of religious interest, and this by
ture of our nation. "In my opinion, it is the
ing devotions here at school. We would proitself might be weH worth the ruling.
minority who are responsible for the ruling."
Rev. Ernest N. Perry (First Baptist
Church): I think the Court had to rule as it
did—In the long view, I think it's a good
thing. I don't think they meant to say that
you couldn't pray in School—what they meant
to say was that you couldn't formulate a
prayer and write It down."
Rev. F. N. Tinder (First Christian
'(Ed. Note: This is the second of the Progress
guson, contending that "Our Constitution is
Church): "Our nation is founded on belief in
series on civil rights. Last week, Mr. Robert color blind—We boast of the freedom enjoyed
God, and I think there should be no interferE. Stebbins defined the general concept of
by our people above all other pssOlsu. But it
ence. I do not believe it is the function of
civil rights; this week, Mr. Allan E. Ragan
is difficult to reconcile that boast with a state
the Supreme Court to change the customs of
will outline the legal basis for the historic
of the law which, practically, puts Iks' badge
1964 decision of the Supreme Court, pertainof servitude and degradation upon A large
ing to civil rights.)
class of our fellow citlsens, our equals before
the law."
By ALLAN E. RAGAN
Assistant Professor of Political Science
For years the separate hut equal doctrine
Member:
In an attempt to implement the Fourwas the law of the land, not only for transporAssociated Collegiate Press Association
teenth Amendment, Congress passed the Civil
tation but in other areas inciwdrag sshoeto.
Rights Act of 1878, providing for equal rights
One should hasten to add thai lasMmss In
National Newspaper Service
for Negroes In Inns, theaters, public conveypractice were far from equal and the Supreme
ances and other facilities. But In 1883, the
Court was extremely isMent as rsatslrulns.
Columbia Scholastic. Press Association
Supreme Court in the Civil Rights cases held
what equality was required in southern segKentucky Press Association
the act invalid because the Amendment did
regated schools.
not give Congress substantive power to proKeaterhy FrsvMss Csjoe
Represented for national advertising by
tect civil ' rights, only authority to correct
In CumMngs Vs. Beard «f education
National Advertising Service, Inc.
abuses by the states.
(ISM), the Court heM fipt equal protection
In so holding, the Court reflected the fact
of the law was not denied when sixty colored
Weekly Student Publication of Eastern
that the country lacked continued interest "in
chiidren in a southern county were sot proKentucky State College
protection of Negroes against discrimination.
vided with a high set** although **» Was
Southern states, bent on making .white
Published weekly throughout the school
provided for whites. The Court tsSSfisd the
supremacy as complete as possible, enacted claim of the couaty board that funds ware not
year and twice during the summer term,
Jim Crow laws. The validity of Louisiana's
available.
except for examination periods and holidays,
law, which required all railroads to provide
by the authority of the Board of Student PubIn Berea College Vs. Kentucky (1908) the
"equal but separate" accomodatlons for whites
lications at Eastern Kentucky State College.
Court uphold Kentucky's ssgrigatlia. statute
and Negroes, was challenged but sustained by
even though Berea was a private school and
Entered as Second Class matter at the
the Supreme Court in the well-known case,
thus left no doubt as to Ike CoastltuUsnahty
Post Office in Richmond, Kentucky
Plessy Vs. Ferguson in 1896.
of southern laws ■ ■susfhsg tax-supported
Law Upheld
schools.
THE STAFF
'.
In reply to the complaint that the enAs late as 1997, the Court hi Gang Lum
forced separation of the two races stamped
Va Rice, held that a Chins— gin eouM be reFrancis Follicle, Charlotte Ann Watters, Northe colored race with a badge of inferiority,
quired to attend* a school for colored children
ris Miles, Sandy Wilson,
Pamela Oliver,
Mr. Justice Brown replied, "If this be so, it is evea though there was a white school much
Charles Humphrey, Rosemary Martis, Lois
not by reason of anything found, in the act,
closer t« her house.
Kverman, Gay Danford, Pat Keller, Gene
but solely because the colored race chooses to
Nsgro leaders and Ihelf while sympaBlair, Jot Garrettson, Fara Fox, CheryV Robput that construction upon it."
thisers never willingly accepted the separate
erts, Rick Steeves, Roger Smith.
It should be of interest to Kentuckians
but equal doctrine, and as tisso it segaa to
Circulation for the Progress Is under the
that a Kentuckian, Mr. Justice Harlan, wrote
undergo judicial modification.
Ti~ngt was
management of Jimmy Parka.
a strongly worded dissent In Plessy vs. FerIndicated in the decision of the Supreme Court

lists "Truths"
He listed three "basic truths" which are
ignored by those discussing freedom of student expression:
1. Most college publications are not free.
Despite administrators who contend otherwise,
most college papers "are subjected to restraints prior to publication." Administrators
limit areas into which the college press can go.
2. Most administrators do not want full
freedom of Student expression. "These people
are dedicated and hard working men, but they
ate concerned with placating legislatures and
donors. The student press is interested in issues, not edifices."
3. The argument that freedom of the
press depends on responsibility is "spurious."
There is no "definition of freedom of expression which makes freedom dependant on responsible behavior." Actually, he said, the student press acts responsibly but looks into issues which the university might not want examined.
Protects Goed tote
"The point administrators make is that
they seek restraints on the campus press to
protect the dormitory cook from Being libelled and to prevent some disappointed student
actor fresh making broad hints in a play review about the personal life of the head of
the drama department. They say, that is,
that (hey are concerned about good taste and
■ML
"Tills simply is not so. Those who want
to limit it "student tress do sc *JT far bct„ .
reasons add they demean themselves when
they talk such nonsense about the so-called
irresponsibility of the student. press. 'They.
really want to keep students from examina.
tion of some political and social Issues that
might entbarass the university," he said.
Professor Mencher said the college's moral obligation to the student press is the same
as Ma obligation to faculty members' freedom
of expression and the sanctity, of the classroom.
_ The ue'»"Tity recognises that one of its
major (uhmuio is U> encourage the expression of Ideas and the testing of theories," he
said. This recognition, he went on. should be
applied td the student press.

Dear Editor:
In the very recent past, the Ecumenical
Council Vatican II. which was opened on September 29, has done much to alter the position
of the Roman Catholic religion in. its relation
to other monotheistic religions.
The council has stressed as its long range
aim the universal union of all Christians, and
Pope Paul VI, following in the footsteps of his
illustrious predecessor Pope John XJXIII. has
done much to pave the way for reunion with
the separate religions—primarily the Orthodox
and Protestant churches. In his opening address to the Council, Paul specifically waived
the "papal primacy" and asked'the pardon of
non-Catholics who felt that they had been injured by Rome in connection with the separation. More recently, the Council had invited a
proposal which would permit the Catholic
priests to say mass In their native language
rather then in Latin.
Needless to say. whatever the ultimate
outcome of the Council's proposals may be, it
has contributed immensely toward the relationship of the Catholic religion with the other
religions of the world which prefess a monotheistic belief. It has also greatly altered the
image that Rome has long projected to the
world that depicted Catholicism as the only
religion which possesses the media of salvation.
Therefore, I believe that the Council, and
especially Pope Paul VI, should be lauded for
Its efforts to realize Christian unity in a time
when the Western World faces so many challenges to its Idoelogies and Institutions.
Robert Tillman Reetz
Dear Editor,
We would like to thank the boys of Sullivan Hall for the fine show of school spirit
both at the pep rally on Thursday evening and
at the game on Saturday.
-y
We believe that the success of the pep
rally was largely due to the "Boosters."
Thanks again for helping out.
The Cheerleaders

Pa&in&> The Past
Three years ago this week:
Jndi Sheehan was crowned 1960-61 Homecoming queen.
Two years ago this week:
y
The 1662 'Queen's crown went to sophomore Pat Dean. ■»■■*•-'
One year ago this week:
Eastern rolled over Tennessee Tech 21-0
In Homecoming game.

'54 Civil Rights Ruling Had Long Legal Basis
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in the Gaines case in 1938 when Chief Justice
Hughes told Missouri officials that equal protection of the law could not be met by paying
the tuition of a Negro In the law school of a
neighboring state university.
The requirement would have to be met within the state,
and immediately.
The Gaines decision was followed in 1940
St A lie ton Vs. School Board of the City of
srfold, in which the Supreme Court upheld
■ lower federal court ruling that Negro
teachers would have to be paid the same salaries as white teachers for the same work.
"Equal Prelection" Sustained
In a case quite similar to the Gaines case,
ttfutl Vs. University of Oklahoma (1948),
which involved a Negro woman seeking admission to the law school, the Supreme Court
ruled that "The state most provide It for her
in' conformity with the equal protection clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment and provide it
as soon as It does for applicants of any other
group."
In still another case Involving the University of Oklahoma, MeLaurtn Vs. Oklahoma
State Regents (1900), a Negro graduate student was admitted but was segregated as to
seating In classrooms, library and cafeteria.
The ruling of the Court makes clear that the
asperate but equal doctrine no longer heM, at
least as far as higher education was concerned. The court states that the equal protection
clause meant that the negro student must be
grven the sains treatment as students of other
races.
Another law school case in 1950, Sweat
Vs. Painter, is of no little significance because it led directly to the Court's decision in
the school desegregation decision of 1954. In
order to comply with the higher standard of

a ■■-

separate but equal doctrine, Texas established
a neW law school for negroes and contended
that its standards were esentially equal to
that of the University of Texas.
This contention was denied by the Supreme Court In language that closely resembles that used la Brown Vs. Board of Education In 1964. The Court declared in part
that "The law school, the proving ground for
legal learning and practice, cannot be effective
in isolation from the individuals and institutions with which the law Interacts—"It is
rather obvious that the Court was saying that
no negro law school could be "equal" If segregated.
1954 Dechrion Comes
This brings us to 1954, when the Supreme Court rendered Its unanimous decision,
holding that separate but equal did not meet
the requirements of equal protection of the
laws on any public educational level. I quote
what would seem to be the most significant
part In this momentous opinion.
"Segregation of white and colored children in public schools has a detrimental effect
.upon the colored children. The impact is the
greater when it has the sanction of the law;
for the policy of separating the races is usually Interpreted as denoting the Inferiority of
the Negro group. A sense of inferiority affects the motivation of a child to learn.
Segregation with the sanction of law, therefore, has a tendency to retard the educational
and mental development of Negro children and
to deprive them of this they would receive in
a racially Integrated school system.
i
We conclude that In the field of public
education, the doctrine of 'separate but equal'
has no place. Separate educational facilities
are inherently unequal."

*i
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Gals, Get
Your Man
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Casltw
Clubs

In Al Capp's Immortal comic atrip, 'Lil' Abner," November 16 is the day that all eligible bachelors chill to the
bone when the "fair" maidens
of Dogpatch pursue
their
mate.
This is Sadie Hawkin's Day.
But Eastern, in conjunction
with 'KYMA and the cheerleaders, has proclaimed next
week as Sadie Hawkins Week.
During the week, the girls
will ask the boya out on dates
' —to the campus movie, meals,
etc. and will foot the bill. To
:
climax the weekend, on Friday, there will be a Sadie Hak1
kin's Race at 4 p.m. followed
|by a Sadie Hawkins Dance in
the cafeteria at 6 p.m.
The dance will require all
students to dress in hillbilly
costumes.
The girls are to
give their "catch" a "vegetable corsage" and
pick the
1 boys up at the dorm for the
I dance. Prizes will be awarded for the best contume.
Music will be provided by a
well-known rock n' roll band
of this area.

by Joy C.raham. Clubs Editor
ton for dinner and a program
Banker Speaks To
with the Transylvania CanterA<< militants
The Accounting Club will bury Club. The dinner will be
meet in room 14 of the Cam- held at Christ Church.
mack Building at five WednesInternational Student*
day afternoon. The main speakWin Dine
er will be Mr. J. W. Bratcher.
The seventeen international
vice-president and cashier of
the Cltlrens Union National students enrolled at Eastern
Bank and Trust Company of will be guests of the Baptist
Student Union at a buffet dinLexington.
This meeting will be the last ner tomorrow at 5:30 at the
chance for members to p a y BSU Center, 325 South Second
Street. Anna Cox will be in
their dues.
charge of arrangements.
National Offlrer Visits
The Rev. Leroy Blewer, pasCWENS
tor of Richmond's Roaedale
Mrs. Sweeny. Cwens national Baptist Church, will speak at
president, will visit Eastern the Vesper hour on Monday at
Cwens Monday and Tuesday. A 8:30 at the Center. Mrs. John
tea will be given in her honor T. Sowders. Jr.. president of
the Woman's Missionary Union
Monday night.
The Cwens will sponsor a of the First Baptist Church,
LIGHT ve Tfff fNMT . .
Principals of the
day and may be obtained at the bn* Office in dance after the Eastern-U: of will speak on Tuesday evening.
cumins: Little Theater »Uv rehearse; left to
the Little Theater every week day from 2-3 L. basketball game December Wednesday's speaker w 111 be
right are LoretU WeSrom. Stella; Mary
p.m. Tickets are fifty cents ta advance 4. The date for the Sweetheart Anna Cox, chairman of InterHfoite Irene Livingtqri: Shirley Hammon.
seventy-five cents at the door. The play will dance, which is to be semi- national Relations for the orFiances Black; »nd Gme Proctor, Owen
run from November 18 through November. 22. formal, was set for February ganization.
14. Plans were also begun tor
Turner. Tickets tor the sjjay go on sale MonDwlght K. Lyons, director of
-r-*5*
the annual freshmen women's I Bapi'jgt'student Work on^EastChristmas dinner which will be JJJ5J campus, is in Irvine this
Monday. December 18.
week where he is participating
in a School of Missions of the
Physical Fitness Strnwed
Boones Creek Baptist AssociaDr. Price Harrison Jr.. Ed. tion.
D.,
Associate Professor
of
The Eastern Department of
Health and Physical Education
Wesley Puuw Conference
Music will hold a ohurch mushere at Eastern, presented a
Lindsey Wilson College in Coic conference tomorrow in the
program Tuesday evening en- lumbia. Kentucky will sponsor
Foster Music Building.
School
Four members of "TSaJtern'a titled, Elementary
M«m© <* tbevMM itiM -of Proceeds from these will help department of political science Games and Activities. The pro- a fall conference for Methodist
Guest clinician for the day--,
long program will be Miss Cotton: Get set4 for exciting support orphanages and^ other attendded the 38th a.n n u a 1 gram was held in the Model college students. Mynga Kennamer. Betty Alexander, Caroworthwhile institutions long afMildred Andrews of the Uni- travel.
meeting of the Southern Politi- Laboratory school gym and a lyn Haag, Joyce McQueen, Maversity of Oklahoma.
demonstration
was
given
by
one
A fabulous trip around the ter the journey is over.
rietta Scalf and Rev. Jim Wilson
How does one become the cal Science Association.
Miss Andrews is an out- world with visits to suqh farMr. Se Jin Kljn, instructor of the elementary school class- will represent Eastern. Rev.
standing; authority in the field away places as Lebanon, India, 1964 Maid of Cotton? 'First, of political sclenoe; Dr. esof sacred music, and has con- Hong Kong, Japan, and Aus- there are certain qualifications Frederic D. Ogden, head of
Dr. Harrison pointed out Wilson is Eastern's Wesley
ducted
such
conferences tralia as well as historic cities to meet; (1) born in a cotton- political science department; that we need physical education Foundation Director.
Wesleyans are reminded that
throughout the nation.
She of Europe awaits the new producing state. Kentucky is Mr. Allen Ragan, aaa|it*n£ pro- specialists in the elementary
is widely recognized for her queen. A coast-to-coast swing one; (2) never married; (3) be- fessor of political sbianoe: and school because that is the place discussion groups are held lor
tween
the
ages
of
19
and
25;
them
each Monday evening
success as a teacher of organ. •cross the United_Stfltes. jet to
Charles W. Van Cleve, -assistant to begin physical fitness. He
She is the national chair- Canada for appearances in ma- and (4) at least five feet five professor of political science, also said that with all of the from five until six.
man of the organ and church jor cities, and stop off in Hon- and one-half inches tall. The attended the meeting held last recent emphasis on physical
Sigma Tau Pi to Initiate
music committee of the Music olulu for a sun-filled vacation next step is to write the Na- weekend in GaUinburg, Tennes- fitness, now is the time to do
tional Cotton Council. .1918
New members of Sigma Tau
Teachers National Association are part of her reign.
something about It.
see.
North Parkway, Memphis 12,
Pi are requested to attend a
and has been national adviser
Mr. Kim participated -hi a
For such a tour, the Nameeting Monday at 4 p.m. in
EOC to Visit Transylvania
of organ for the National Fed- tional Cotton Council furnishes Tenn., for an application form. panel discussion of "The State
Fill
this
out
carefully
and
reThe meeteration of Music Clubs.
The Episcopal
Canterbury University 103.
a wardrobe of cotton fashions turn it .with a photograph to of American Foreign Aid."
Club will meet In front of the ing is for new members only
Topics for discussion during created by American' designers.
the
Council
no
later
than
midand
will
concern
their
InitiaStudent Union Building at 5
the conference include: planPlans call for talks with top night December 1.
Attendance is mandao'clock Sunday evening. The tion.
ning anthems, preludes, offer- government
Twenty finalists, will get an
officials Kind famgroup will then go to Lexing- tory,
tories, and postludes for the ous people everywhere—interexpense-paid trip to Memphis
church year;
hymn playing
views
by
newspaper
reporters,
for
the
finals
in
late
Decemand
anthem
accompanying;
teaching new hymns to the radio and television, commen- ber, During the two days, the
1 candidates will be Interviewed
congregation;
children's tators.
Uke 1959 Maid of Cotton by a panel of seven Judges.
choirs; use of the electronic organ or whatever organ is Malinda Berry—the only other They will be looking for more
(ACROSS FROM KROGBRS)
The group photojreaphs of
available, and registering the Maid to circle the globe for" than just beauty; they will be
following
organisations
organ for the church. service. King Cotton^-the eight months' seeking someone with person- the
CALL
TODAY
FOR A DEMONSTRATION
ality, intelligence, potse, and Will be taken in Brock AudiA special feature ■will be an Journey trill" be ttpmhietf:with background.
PHONE
623-4528
torium
at
the
times
and
on
the
once-in-a-lifetime
experiences.
anthem-reading session which
If selected as Maid of Cot- dates listed below.
will enable registrants to reApplication Due Dec. 1
OR
SEE
OUR
CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
Girls wear mediu... shade
view materials. In
addition
Besides the adventure, there ton, things will begin happendisplays of choral and organ will be a serious side to the ing fast. Following her first blouse or sweater; no large
music will be available.
mission. The queen will be cre- press conference, the queen will earrings, or other jewelry
take off for Dallas to appear
Men
"TRY ON YOUR COSMETICS"
Miss Nancy Davis, instruc- ating interest in cotton as an before nationwide television au- pearls are permissible.
LET OUR TRAINED OPERATOR HELP YOU TO TRY ON
tor of music, is the conference essential agricultural commod- diences during the Cotton Bowl wear medium or dark coat and
tie. (|No loud sport coats or
YOUR COSMETICS BEFORE YOU BUY THEM.
ity and as a high fashion fabdirector.
Festival of New Year's Day. ties,. please.)
A luncheon will be held in ric. Ten million people in the,] From there, she will head for
the President's Room of the United States depend on cot- a month's stay in New York MONDAY:
Keen Johnson Student Union ton for their livelihood. Second, City. Late in January the of4:15
Concert Band
Building for all those attend- she will be featured in benefit ficial tour begins.
fashion shows around the world.
6:55
AOJSA
ing the conference.
7:10
Drum and Sandal
7:25
Men's Interdorm '
Council
7:4a
Photo Club
7:55
KYMA '
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
8:10
YMCA
8:25
Clay Co. Club
All type beauty service.
8:40
E Club

Church Music

HOMECOMING ROYALTY . . .Reigning as the 1963 _
Homecoming Queen is Miss Brenda Woody, center, a senior
from Columbia. Second attendant to the queen was Miss
Susie Wells! right, Prestonsburg freshman who represented
Floyd County Club. Miss Diane Hendricks, left, representing Kappa Delta Tuu, was chosen first attendant. Miss
Woody represented the Agriculture Club.
^^^^^
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Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store, designed
for comfortable and convenient shopping.

Mjf*
Bis

DS>D5D^

no

HW. AVI

RICHMOND.

DIAL
623-1880

K,.

Free Parking. Open till 9:00 P. M. Daily

KELLY'S FLORIST
CHECK OUR
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
OF FLOWERS FOR ALL
YOUR NEEDS.
Near Colonel Drive-in,,. Ph. 623-4?98 - 623-4999

Conference

Is Tomorrow

Maid Of Cotton To Travel Profs Attend
World In '64 Convention

Milestone

Photos Set

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC
STUDIO

Betsy Allen Murphy

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON

U WwV

Green's

Barber Shop

310 W. Irvine

Phone 623-5770

"We Appreciate your
business,
Satisfacticz !rjnervic«
guaranteed"
'2ND & MAIN

THURSDAY:
6:55
Canterbury Club
7:10
Sigma Chi Mu
7H95.
Laurel. CP_. Club „_ .
7:40
Progress Staff
7:55
Milestone Staff
8:10,
Milestone Assistant
Section Editors
8:25
Pike Co. Club

Fashion Flair Beauty
Salon
Flattering coiffures for day or night
Ph. 623-5777
Mary Tipton

—

Ann Whitaker

Stylists: ._.

mm^

Pat Wilkinson

Across from College Cleaners)

GRAB BAG
ROOMS WITH A VIEW

« -

100% Wool DANBERRY PLAID pays a big Fashion bonus with an elegant drift of Dyed Black
Fox that's removable when desired. Patch pockets are roomy . . . outstanding fashion favorites.
Jhe double-breasted dose achieves city beauty
with suburban finesse. $rey or Cavier.

ELDER'S
Richmond's Family Store
— Since 1893 —

Brocade
Cut Velvet
Peruvian Prints
ask for them at

Elizabeth s

collared in mouton
lined with pile,

DASHING
SUBURBAN JACKETS!
The most important fabrics for fall '63 . . . cotton wide W4ple eorduroy and water repellent vinyl
suede! Lio»d with Orion<R> Acrylic pile backed
on cotton knit! Sleeves are lined with Reyon
taffeta quirted te reprocessed woe* Coller is
rich 4l** mouton iamb.

8 to It

19.95

s'
r^,
■
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SIDELINING THE

MAROONS

with Jim Parks
Progress Spoils Editor

Maroons Are In Cookville Tomorrow Night
Meet Tennessee Tech In OVC Contest
Six Straight Losses

Western Proved OVC Superiority
" Western proved it is the best teim in the
OVC with its 29-6 thumping of Eastern.
The
I.iaroons. exh'.bitins the Homecoming spirit.
battled their powerful arch-rivals like real
champions in the first half and trailed only
7-0 at halftime.
The inspired Maroon defense he'd '.he
•Toppers for 27 minutes, 15 seconds before
Western pushed over a score with 2:45 to co
in the half.
What was most outstanding
about the Marcon defense was that it had its
back to !he goal line most of the time. In
the initial half. Western took over the ball
three times deep in Eastern territory ion the
10, 15. «nd 32l. but scored only once.
In the second ha'f the locals just ran out
of gas. They were tired—not because of poor
conditioning but because injuries limited the
number of substitutes. We thought the Eastern defense showed outstanding spirit, teamwork, and determination in the first half before it became physically exhausted.
Western lived up to advance notices. It
held Eastern to 10 yards total offense in the
first half Western," in contrast, had 88. Both .
squads biocked and tackled so savagely that
several observers commented that it was the
hardest hitting contest they ever saw-.
The second half was a different story.
Western penetrated the tired Maroon defense
for three touchdowns with more opposition
coming from the officials' penalties, than from
the exhausted Maroons.
The Hilltoppers should go all the way now
with only. Morehead and Murray left to play.
We don't think the 'Toppers will get overconfident and get caught napping now, and this
would be the only way either the Thorough-

breds or the Eagles could defent the Toppers
I.UHO SET* PUNTING MAKK
Dave 1 obo. Eastern's punter deluxe, .lidn't
punt well last Saturday, but he broke two
EaFte-n rcoids anyway. The freshnnn halfback from Dayton, Ohio kicked nine times for
203 yards tn set a new standard for the most
t mes punted and the most punting yardage in
one game.
Cene Blackwolder, who punted eight times
for 26.1 yards against Tennessee Tech in 1960,
held the old mnrk.
Lobo has punted %t times this season for
13.13 yards and an average of 40.4 per boot.
Pi IT to the Western encounter Lobo had a
•".2.3 yard average which was good for third
place in the nation, among college punters.
Lobo with 33 boots at present should
break the season record of 41 punts also set
bv Blackvvclder in 1960.
GRIM TIES RECORD
By intercepting two Sharon Miller passes
against Western, Dave Grim, burly Maroon
linebacker, not only stopped two Western
scoring threats but also equaled the individual
paas intercepliqn record,
Previously, three players have intercepted
two passes in one game. Roy Kidd, now Eastern's backfield coach, swiped two igainst
Louisville in 1953. The following year, Ernie
Riggish stole two from
Ycungstown, and
Ritchie Emmons, a senior halfback, intercepted two against Louisville as a sophomore in
1961.
Grim grabbed one Miller pass in the first
period on the Maroon eight and another in
the third stanza on the goal line to halt two
•Topper drives.

Sets A New Record

Eastern's Maroons, currently in the throes of the school's
longest losing streak, go after their second win of the year
tomorrow night against Ohio Valley Conference foe, Tennessee
Tech.
The Maroons haven't won since their season opener against
Austin Peay (14-0), and have dropped six straight games, a
school record.
The previous record of five
consecutive losses was start- roons (1-4).
On the season,
ed with the :asl game of the however, Tech is 4-3, compar1933 season when Louisville ed to Eastern's 1-6.
downed Eastern 13-7.
The
Larry Marmie held on to his
Maroons then dropped the first
four games of the '34 cam- rushing lead against Western,
paign to Miami, Ohio, Transy- and now has 263 yards, good
lvania, Union, and George- for eight place m the conferHis 438 total
town.
Earlier in 1931, East- ence standings.
ern also lost five stiaight offensive yards hold the game
place in loop statistics.
games.
Dave Lobo, freshman halfCoach Glenn Presnell, com- back, suffered a 3.2 yard, per
menting on his team's 29-6 kick drop in his punting averHomecoming loss to
rival age, and will probably fall
Western Kentucky, said, "We from the NCAA leaders for
played good ball in the first the first time this year. His
half, but Western just wore iverage ,fell from 43.2 to 40.4.
us down.
Having to play as He was. fourth in the nation
many players a full 60 minu- last week.
tes as we did, and being outMike Smith, freshman halfweighed man-to-man, we just back, took over the pass recouldn't hold on."
ception lead from Fred Mal"When you look at the sta- ins, with five grabs during the
Harry Paint, and Coach Ernie Dalton. Back
MAROON RACERS . . . Here is the Eastern
He has now
row: Wayne Beatty, Larry Whalen, Jim Beas- tistics, we gained as much Western clash.
cross-country team that will be in action toyardage (158 yards) as just caught 10 aerials for 122
ley, Bret Arnold, and Jim Armstrong.
morrow at Kentucky State. Pictured, front
about any team has against yards.
Malins has seven for
row, from left: Ken Greer, Ronald Dunson,
Western, but couldn't score." 78 yards and two touchdowns.
he remarked.
Tennessee Tech's statistical
Tennessee Tech will be out leader is quarterback Jimmy
to avenge a 21-0 loss to East- Ragland, who ranks third in
ern last year in the Maroons' OVC total offense figures with
Maroon hurlers connected on
Homecoming.
930 yards, and fourth in paseight and
Miller
completed
The Golden Eagles are cur- sing with 49 completions and
three for Western.
rently in sixth place in the 753 yards.
The Eagles' leadMiss Brenda Woody, ColumOVC with B, 1-3 record, one- ing rusher is Ron Reeves with
bia, was crowned Homecomhalf game ahead of the Ma- 400 yards in 99 carries.
ing Queen by Dr. Russell I.
Eastern's harriers,
posting running against some of the en, Euclid, Ohio, and Art ArnTodd in pre-game ceremonies.
some of the best times in state's top competition, have old, Danville, the charges of
school history, journey to Ken- lost three meets by a total of coach Ernie Dalton, are prepping for the University of Cintucky State tomorrow for the five points.
cinnati Invitational Nov. 16,
Leading Team
last dual meet of the season.
Paced by Jim Beasley, Jef- and the Ohio Valley ConferThe Maroon • runners, who
have compiled a 2-4 record, fersonvillc, Ind., Larry Whal- ence cross-country meet in
Cookeville, Tenn., Nov. 23.
Other members of the seven
man team are Ken Greer,
Elmhurst, Ohio, Wayne Beatty, Louisville, Ronald Duhson,
Richmond, and Harry Faint,
Euclid, Ohio.
Beasley, a freshman,
has
broken the school record in
every'start this year, his best
time on the three mile course
a good 15:15.
Whalen is running a close second with a
East Tennessee and Middle would boost its record to 6-0 in 15:34,
followed by Arnold with
Tennessee kept their OVC hopes, th»; conference with only one a 15:42.
East Tenalive last weekend with wins more game to play.
Low Times
nessee and Middle Tennessee
over two conference elevens.
Coach Dalton points out
both
have
one
loss
and
would
The Buccaneers, 4-1 in the
these three with times under
have
to
finish
the
season
undeloop, topped Morehead 22-9 anil
16 minutes and Greer (16:35)
the Blue Raiders, 3-1, blanked feated in the loop to tie Western. and Beatty (16:57) and recellar dwelling Austin Peay 27One Musi I»se
marks that last season only
0.
Both teams cannot remain un- one Eastern runner, Whalen,
Tomorrow, East Tennessee en- defeated from here on out, was under 17 minutes.
tertains the Governors and Mid- however.
The Bucs meet the
He also remarked
that
dle Tennessee visits Murray in RlideM) in Mtirfreesboro Nov. all the harriers, except Whalthe top attractions.
Western, 10, and in case Western loses a en, are freshmen indicating
the loop leader with a 5-0 slate, game, the winner will tie the that Eastern can look forward
plays host to Morehead.
East- 'Toppers, provided it wins all for great things in cross-counern vies with Tennessee Tech in its ether league games.
try in future years.
JOE BLANKENSH1P
Cookeville in the only othci
In other contests last week,
Dalton also pointed out that
league action.
Murray squeezed by Arkansas the members of the crossState 34-33 on a last minute country team were all expect'Toppers' Still tand
touchdown and a two-point conto be great assests to the
Western protected its lead wilh version, and Tennessee Tech ed
Eastern track
team
this
a 29-8 thumping of Eastern. The nipped Louisiana Tech 21-19 in spring,
bolstering the long to
Hilltoppers can ensure them outside action.
middle distance departments.
selves of at least a share of the
conference crown with a win tomorrow.
Joe Blankcnship, sophomore
Morehead. 2-3, doesn't have i
J^*"from
Louisville, has chance
to win the OVC ciowh,
beerf^named player of the
it can spoil Western's hopes
week, following the 29-6 loss but
of holding an outright claim wilh
to Western.
victory.
Murray, with only
Coach Glenn Prcsncll prais- a
a mathematical chance to tie
ed Blankenship for his fine will have the same opportunity
play in the tilt saying, "Joe on Nov. 23, at Bowling Green.
gave us a real good effort. He
A Western win tomorrow
was a real terror on defence,
•especially i- tXe first half.'V '
by V*t<irS.'.ir t."y Sc.-iklin, 164;, Phyllis TinchA former all-stater at LouisProgress Staff Writer
cr, 147; Linda Thomas, 145; Pat
ville Male High School, BlanTaulbee. 142; Kay Parker. 136;
Tills week In the Mostly Misses Betty Peyton, 136; Sharon Foskenship transferred to Eastleague
the
Pin
Pals
are
in
first
ern last year, and became eliter, Barb Seevers, 133; Betsy
place with a team average of Merriam and Sue Tussy, 132.
gible this fall.
He is expect330
and
a
record
of
10-2.
The
ed to' become a great player
Bowling tip for the week: RePin Pals are Emma Banks, Shelat Eastern.
by Wright, and Wendy Fredrick. member to stay back of the foul
line at all times.
The Goof-Offs, Gloria Gray,
In
American
Intramural Mary Green, Judy Hall, are in
LOSE BALL . . . Western Kentucky end Stan Napper
League the Panthers lead with second place with a team aveihits Maroon quarterback Larry Marmie just as the Easta 11-1 record compared to the age of 390 and nine wins and
ern signal caller passes, jarring the ball astray in the Homesecond -place Beavers'
8-4. three losses. The Greenhorns
coming game' Saturday. The officials ruled it a lateral
There Is a three-way tie for are in third place with a 9-3 recthird place with Bombers, ord and a team average of 350.
pass and Western recovered in Eastern territory.
Braves No. 1, and Braves No.
The Greenhorns are Irene
2 a game behind the Beavers. Miller,
Vaughn Naiper, and EdThe Bombers had the high die Carol Hunt. The V.I.P.'s are
game of 520 and high series in fourth place.
Berea College defeated the
of 1405.
The high individual games Maroonettes
field
hockey
In the individual event, Ed were bowled by Tommie Wan- squad in their season opener
Harris had a 518 series, Jim den, 174; Pat Keller, 173; and 4-1 last Tueiday.
Vallandingham 503, and David Virginia Bowling, 159. The high
The Maroonettes "B" squad
Youmans 495.
Ed Harris al- sepes games were bowled by
The intramural
volleyball
so had high game of 216, and Tommie Walden with a total of lost in the preliminary contest
championship playoffs
begin
Bob Whiter was second with 428 pins for three games; Eddie 3-0.
In the varsity game, Berea's Monday night.
197. Hubert .Webb has the i '.ii ui Hunt, 408 pins, and Judy
Tl\e preliminary round robin
league high average with 154. Hall and Pat Keller, both with Barbara Jones scored twice in
the first half before Basterrt's play was completed last MonIn the National "A" League a total of 406 pins.
Pam Oliver drove hard for a day night. .
the Bulldogs, 8-4, have a slim
The teams were divided into
High League Marks
goal to make the score 2-1.
one game lead over the Third
Highest averages in the league
Berea scored again before three six-team leagues accordand
Martins.
Skydivers,
are held by Gloria Gray, 147; halftime and once in the short- ing to their won-lost records.
Losers, and Hounds.
The schedule for the tournaThe Rebels had high game Tommie Walden. 125; Chris- ened Second half while hold- ments will be placed on bulletine
Buell
and
Marie
Ogden,
ing
Eastern
scoreless
for
the
and high series with a 533
tin boards in all the mem
124; Vaughn .Napier, Mary final 4-1 tally.
I
game and 1372 series.
dorms and on other prominent
Green,
and
Pat
Keller,
123;
Carol Fielder
scored all bulletin boards on campus. Jerry Smith rolled the high
game with 244 and high series Cargl Jean Hale, Sue Carol three of Berea's goals in the
Marshall,
121;.
and
Sarah
"B"
game,
one
in
the
first half
with 550. The 244 game made Thornaaon, 120.
and two.in the final half.
him the winner of the "Bowler
The, top four teams in try.'
of the_Week" trophy.
%. _^- extramural schedule for
. „ rtidhs has the league's Lucky Strikes are Cut-Ups, Wild the remainder of the season is
COMPLETE TUX
Ones. Flintstoncs and Hillbillies. as follows:
high average with 182.
RENTALS
In the National B League respecUvely. The Cut-Ups are Nov. 8
Berea
Home
the Cougars are ahead with a Sally Conklin, Barb Whitaker. Nov. 12
Centre
Danville
In Stock - No Waiting!
10-2 slate.. The College Mugs Nancy Goins, and Linda Thomas. Nov. 16
Kentucky
Members of the Wild Ones are
are second with nine wins and
Lexington
three loses.
The Tarpins and Betty Peyton. Beverly Cox and
Formal Wear for All
Home games will be played
Beavers both 7-5 are tied for Jane Ott. Barb Seevers rolled
at
Turkey
Hughe*
Baseball
Formal Occasions.
a 193 game this week, Phyllis
third.
Butch Coleman had high Tincber. 174, and Sally Conklin, Field at 4:30.
UII.US litiSI Jims . Jnu, IM
game with 197 and John Mul- 161. High scries games were
lins bowled the high series, a bowled by Pat Taulbee. 456:
Decidedly, 19 6 2 Kentucky
520. Mike Cobb has the lea- Sally Conklin, 439; and Brenda Derby winner, was the top
gue high average with 168. Horn, 407.
money winner during MonHigh Averages
mouth Park's 1963 season. He
Jim Taylor is close behind
High averages are held by earned $72,345.
with 165.

Western Thumps Maroons 29-6 Harriers At Kentucky State Tomorrow;

Eastern fought gallantly be- ed a fumble on the Eastern 21.
fore an estimated 8,000 Home- Six plays later Miller carried
coming fans here last Satur- it over from the one and then
day but went down in defeat threw to Elmer Murray for
at the hands of powerful ,a two point conversion.
Western 29-6.
With 9:05 to go in the game
climaxed a 45
yard
In losing, the Maroons set a Clark
march
with a four yard jaunt.
school record for consectutive
losses. The loss was the sfxth Miller passed to Charles Webb
in a row for Eastern.
West- for two to end Western scorern, in contrast, set a school ing.
record of 10 straight tilts
Eastern scored with 5:31 to
without a defeat.
go on a 20 yard pass from
The first half was played quarterback Gene Van Hoose
mostly in Maroon
territory, to end Buddy Pfatfdt climaxbut Western was able to push ing a 71 yard-12 play drive.
across only one score in the
Dclcrisc Tough
first half against a staunch
Western's defense
stunned
Eastern defense.
Pat Counts' 52 yard punt Eastern in the first half allowing
only
10
yards
rushing.
return to tho Eastern 10 set
held the
up the score.
Sharon Miller, Eastern's defense
the Topper signal caller, took Hilltoppers to 88 yards on the
the ball over three plays later ground and stopped the 'Topfrom the four to tally with pers twice inside the 10.
The Maroons ran out of
2:45 left in the half.
Sam
Clark's conversion gave West- stiam in the second half and
succumber to the strong Western a 7-0 advantage.
ern attack led by Miller, Jim
Hurl Score*
Western came back strong and John Burt, and Clark.
Neither team completed a
in the second half, taking the
kickoff and driving 59 yards pass in the first half as both
in six plays to score.
John stuck almost exclusively to the
Only four
passes,
Burt ran the final six yards ground.
Clark j three by the locals and one by
for the touchdown.
Western,
were
attempted
bemissed the conversion and
fore intermission.
Western led 13-0.
The second half,
however,
The 'Toppers struck again
early in the final period after saw 22 Eastern and 11 WestBob Westermoreland recover- em aerials being thrown. The

©

SUESEL/ltirtZn has a lush, vetvely soft sucdo*
loaihcr front, worsted wool s!seves tl:at are
flex'We like a sweater because titsy're leminstc:!
to Curocr foam, a quilt lining thafs light and
warm. And tlte back is i,'.^ i'.-.z front.'
»■-,. ,

Have Lost Three Meets By Five Points

Bucs, Raiders Keep
OVC Hopes Alive

Joe Blankenship

Good Vs Toppers

Pen Pals Are Leading
Mostly Misses League

Panthers Lead
I-M Bowling

for fjlay...

for school!

Berea Whips WRA

Hockey Team. 4-1

I-M Volleyball
Playoffs Begin

DRUGS

Main Street,

Richmond, Ky.

Best Wishes
for the New
School Year

SHOES - CLOTHING - BOYS' WEAR
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Dan .fJjnB

^h&numSm*

"See us for your
Drug Needs"

T-r
T«

-■ r.

Richmond Business Machines
UNDERWOOD AGENCY
Typewriters—Adding Machines—Calculators
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
Ail Makes and Models • Used Machines
105 E. MAIN
DIAL 623-4254
At Night Contact:
H. RUSSELL BARCLAY, DIAL 623-4799

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

SPECIALS —
ANY 4 For M.49
'Trousers, Skirts, Sweaters,
Jackets, Sport Coats
MIX OR MATCH
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
5 SHIRTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

ONE MR CLEANERS
Phone 623-3404

Norrh Second At Irvine

Teacher Exams
Given In Feb.

East - West
Offers Grants
The East-West Center in
Honolulu is again offering
one-hundred scholarships for
graduate study at the University of Hawaii which Include field study is Asia for
those who qualify.
Valued at about
$8500.
these scholarships are for a
two-year period beginning in
September 1984. Full tuition,
living expenses, plus roundtrip transportation from the
student's home and a small
personal allowance,
are provided.
American students will join
students from Asia and the
Pacific Area for intercultural
exchange in East-West Center Residence Halls,
and in
classes, arid campus activities
of the University of Hawaii.
The Center was established
by Act of Congress to promote
better
understanding
among the peoples of Asia.
Pacific Islands and the United
States.
In addition to the
student scholarships, the Center has a technical training
arm and an advanced research
progrm.
Students
eligible
for
scholarship consideration must
have a high scholarship standing, a deep Interest in Asian
affairs and plan to study an
Asian language.
Full Information may be obtained by writing the "Director
of Student Selection, BastWest
Center,
University of
Hawaii,
Honolulu,
Hawaii
96822.

•'WHERE DRY CLEANING IS A PROFESSION"

MILITARY REUNION . . . Col. and Mrs. Alden O. Hatch
were presented a gift by members of the R. O. T. C. graduating class at 1953-156 at a homecoming reunion at their
home on Kent Drive Friday evening. Jack Adams, assistant
basketball coach, center, made the presentation. Thirtysix persons attended the buffet dinner given by the retired
army colonel, who served as professor of military science
from 1953-56, and his wife.

sss^y-y'.'x "•MffifflSSWSB?

Seven Students Attend
Business Symposium

The National Teacher Examinations, prepared and administered annually by Educational Testing Service, will
be given. at more than 300
testing centers throughout the
United States on Saturday.'
February 15. 1964.
Scores, on
the National
Teacher
Examinations
arc
used by many large - school
districts for employing new
teachers' and by several states
for granting teaching certificates or licenses.
Lists of
school systems which use the
examinations are being distributed by Educational Testing Service to college education teacners.
At the one-day testing session a candidate may take the
common examinations, which
include tests in professional
Information,
general culture,
English expression and nonverbal reasoning, as well as
one or two of thirteen optional
examinations designed to demonstrate mastery of subject
matter to be taught.
A Bulletin of Information,
containing an application and
describing
registration
procedures, may be obtained from
the National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, N.J. Completed applications,
accompanied by examination fees,
will be acccepted by the service beginning today.
Registration closes January 17.
1964.

"FLAT - TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"

EASTERN PROGRESS
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— Philip Morris —
Brdnd Round-Up Contest Ends
Friday, Nov. 15th at 12 Noon!
CLOSING RULES:
Turn in your empty packages between 10 A.H. and
12 Noon at the Progress Office to your Philip
Morris Representative.
Submit your packs in bundles of 50's.

*

MARLBORO* PARLIAMENT* ALPINE
PHILIP MORRIS * PAXTON
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BEFORE you travel
write for your free

fri

TRAVEL
GUIDE!

1,1"

• ■>•/"■

Travel the Congress way
with this Travel Guide.
Just the size to carry In
your pocket or the glove
compartment of your car.

■

•ti'
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Gives rates, locations/
faci I ifies of better class motor hotels coast to coast.
Inspected and approved by Congress Motor Hotel*.
Members of Congress Motor Hotels offer free
reservation service. We honor Credit Cards.
WRITS TO

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

rtli
■r

I it'
"!IIO '•'

*

•J

CONGRESS MOTOR HOTELS
1674 Meridian Avenue
Miami Beach 39, Florida

■
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Underneath

GLYNDON HOTEL
Seven Eastern students and Young, head of the Departthree
adult
(representatives ment of Business, and Richard
were among the
approxi- Chrisman, associate professor
mately 350 delegates attend- of economics.
ing a College-Business Symposium Monday in Louisville.
Thirty-two
Kentucky
colleges and universities were represented at the symposium,
1210 WEST MAIN
which Is the largest of its sort
to be held.
Top-ranking economists pnd
businessmen gave talks and
led the _ discussions betwoan.
themselves and the students.
Walter F. Carey. Birmingham ^
Mich., president of Automobile,
.1
Carriers inc. and vlcerpresident of the United States
Chamber of Commerce, acted
144 Big Hill Ave (Across from the Colonel)
as moderator.
Students Choose Toolc*
mo^repreLS ^m°« Members of the pane, and
Companf was selected t ■***»&>
theyMr^cu««d
chosen by the participating
Cadet of the Week.
He was students in an advance poll,
selected on bearing, knowSTUDENT OWNED AND OPERATED.
ledge and execution of com- were:
H. Prentice Browning, Indimands, knowledge of the chain anapolis,
president of Ameriof command, and
general
Bob Lathrop, Jr., Mgr.
Fletcher National Bank
questions concerning state, na- can
and
Trust
Company, "Balanctional .
and
international
ed Budget."
event*.
William J. Korsvik, Chicago,
Eugene is a graduate of vice-president of First NationHopeville High School, Hope- al Bank of Chicago, ."Unemville, Va.
There he was ac- ployment and Technology" and
tive In track and band.
He "The European Common Maralso was a member of the ket."
yearbook staff and belonged to
Grant McDonald, Lexington,
the Monogram Club and the vice-president
of
Square D
Key Club.
Company and regional viceTHE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
With plans to work with the president of the Kentucky
IN RICHMOND
National Park Service, Eu- Chamber of Commerce, "Ecogene has taken up a forestry nomic Growth."
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
major.
He* Is a member of
Acting' as master of cereK.I.E., Pershing Rifles and the monies at the noon luncheon
Conditioning and Room Service.
Biology CTub.
At the present was Kentucky Chamber of
time he is also helping work Commerce president C. HuntDINING ROOM; ALSO FREE PARKING
his way1 through college. •
er Green.
- •
Eugene ft the son of Mrs.
Program IrieraAss Questions
FOR GUESTS. "*"
James E. Fuzy of ttopevllle,
The day's program Included
Virginia.
talks by. Browning,
Korsvik
and McDonald in the morning,
and questions from the floor
by the assembled
students.
Questions such as, "Are labor
unions
forcing management
and Industry to automate?"
kept the panelists busy.
In Stock ■ No Waiting!
Attending
from
Eastern
Phone 623-1567
228 South Second Street
were Mary Jane Arnold, presiSpecializes In Italian Sandwiches, Spaghetti and Pizza, etc.
dent of Pi Omega Pi, business
Formal Wear for All
Also American Sandwiches and Home Cooked Plate Lunches.
teachers' honorary; Ronny ElFormal Occasions.
liott, former senior class president; Mary Ann Nelson, ProOpen 11 A.M. to 12 P.M. Week Days
gress editor; Robert Pulsfort,
2 P.M. to 12 P.M. Sundays
president of Sigma Tau PI,
honorary business fraternity;
Under the Management of Mrs. Flossie Adams
John Riggins, junior class
president; William A- Smith,
Main & Second
president of the Accounting
Society, honorary accounting
organizations; and Toddy M.
Ward, highest ranking senior
in business this year.
Sponsoring the group was
Mr. Robert B. Begley, president of The Begley Drug Company, and faculty members attending were Dr. Joseph H.

Kunkel's Service Station
Phone 623-4294

Eugene A« Fuzy

Tastee Freeze Drive-In Rest.

Cadet Of Week

Friday. November 8. 1963

All kinds of Sanwiches, Boxes,
Shakes and Sundaes.

■a ,' •
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with
J\&xShu]man
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( A ulhor of "Rallu Bound the Flag, Bom'."
awl "Barefoot Boy With Cherk:")

tT
I WAS A TEEN-AGE SLIDE RULE

-■«or

In a recent learned journal (Playboy) the distinguished board
chairman (Kalph "Hot Lips" Higafoos) of one of our most
iinpiirt.-int American industrial coriK>rations (the Arf Mechanical l)og Co.) wrote a trenchant urticle in which he pinpointed
our single most serious national prof *wi: the lack of culture
among science graduates.
Ix>t me hasten to state that Mr. Rigafoos's urticle was in no
sense derogatory. He said emphatically that the science graduate, what with his gruelling curriculum in physics, math, and
chemistry, can hardly be expected to find time to study the
art* too. What distresses Mr. Kignfoos—and, indeed, all of us—
is the loixiided result of today's science courses: graduates
who can build a skyscraper but can't compose a concerto; who
know Newton's Third l.uw but not iieetlioven's Fourth Sym-
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THE GLYNDON HOTEL

PASQUALES PIZZA

SHOES - CLOTHING - BOYS' WEAR
'200 AND 214 WEST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

ftmtdjbm

DISCOUNTS

Renault Inn

A WARM WELCOME TO EASTERN
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Serving:
BREAKFAST - LUNCH - AND DINNERS
Homemade Rolls and Pies
Free Parking in Back

Within Walking Distano->-507 VrVfain
WE CATER TO CLUBS AND PARTIES.

"BETTER MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW"
For your group for Homecoming, Christmas,
and other Special Occasions!
■aa

CLASSIFIED
ADS

To Eastern College Students
ON LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
One day service—In by 9:00, out by 4:30

1962
RENAULT I CARAVWJM—light blue with darlt
blue hard top, also has convertible
top.
White
wall
tires, radio, heater, windshield
1
was^- *"^ " - -J» unOer 16,000.
Origuv...
," - M»lf
mileage over 26 p*r g*nm
Jl.350.00.
P.O.
Box
1973,
Berea College Station, Berea.
Kentucky.

roOT»t>
LADlfiS "WRISTWATCH —
found in front of Roark-may
describe and" claim by calling:
623-3927 after 6 p.m.

5 Shirts for $1.00 on Hangers or
Packaged!
SANITONE Dry Cleaning — The FINEST!

Madison Laundry &
Cleaners
Third at Water Streets

Across from Bus Sta.

»

phony; who are familiar with Frftunhofer's lines but not with
ShelleyVf - *~
*
—
Mr. Sigafoos can find no solution to this lamentable imbalance. I, however, ba!:-»- **•*;: 1: '.se—and a very simple one.
It is this: if students of science don't have time to come to
the urts, then the arts must come to students of science.
For example, it would be a very easy thing to teach poetry
and music right along with physics. Students, instead of being
called upon merely to recite, would instead be required to
rhyme their answers and set them to familiar tunes—like, for
instance, the stirring Colonel Bogey March. Thus recitations
would not only be chock-a-block with important facts but
would, at the same time, expose the students to the aesthetic
delights of great poetry and 'music. Here, try it yourself. Yoo
all know The Colonel Bogey March. Come, sing along with me:
Physics
Is what we learn in clou.,
Einstein
Said energy is mass.
Newton
;.<
/* high-falutin'
And Pascal's a rascal. So's Boyle.
' Do you see how much more broadening, how much more uplifting it is to learn physics this way? Of course you do. What?
You want another ohorus? By all means:
Isyden
He made the Leyden jar.
Trolley
,
He made (he Trolley car.
Curie
Rode in a surrey
AH3 Diesel's a weasel. So's Boyle.
Once tiie student has mastered The Colonel Bogey March,
he can go on to more complicates melodies like Death and Transfiguration, Sixteen Tons, and Boo-Hoo.
- And when the student, loaded not only with science'but
with culture, leaves his classroom and lights his Marlboro
Cigarette, how much more he will enjoy that filter, that flavor,
that pack or box I Because there will no longer baa little voice,
within him repeating that he is culturally a dolt. He will know
—know joyously—that he is"a complete man, a fulfilled man,
and he will bask and revel in the pleasure of his Marlboro as a
colt rolls in new grass—exultant and triumphant—a truly
educated human person—a credit to his college, to himself, and
to his tobacconist I
tlMIUuiuuu

• " . *
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We, the maker* of Marlboro* and eponeor* of thte column,
urge you not to roll cott-wie* in the grata if uou are carrying
a toft pack of Marlboro* In tour pocket, ft-, however, you
mrt carrying the eruth-proot box and weigh lea* than 100
pound*, you mag tatelg fling yourself about.
■' 5

—
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Grads Tell News Of Their Activities

EASTERN PROGRESS

Friday, November 8, 1968

Eastern Grad
In Televison Guide

Mrs. T. G. FOSTER (MAY- JONES, '61, exchanged wed-'
SEY, '40, has changed his ad- D. MATTINGLY, "51, is 753 Levassor, Covington, Ky. for
vows at the River Chrisdress to: Senior R.O.T.C, Uni- Chapel Hill, West Drive, Indi- Lot No. 7, Colony Drive, Vir- ME A. KELLY), '40, no date, ding
Irvtne,
Ky.
ginia Beach, Virginia.
O. L. MULLIKIN, '10, July tlan Church in
versity of Florida, Gainesville, anapolis 24, Indiana.
Friends may write to them in
,
MRS.
JOHN
(ARLENE 28. 1963.
Fla.
DR. WILLIAM E. PEARcare of "C" Btry. 2nd How.
'61),
LANGE,
Mis. GRACE LEE APPLE- Bn. 13th Arty., Ft. Sill, OklaMRS. DELTA
POINTER SON, JR.. '52, has moved to HATTON,
Jefferson- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. GARTH, '54, died June 28, homa.
BEASLEY, '40, reports her 2412 Merriwood,
'Cincinnati—Former Eastern nual
Lt. Jones is ComAlumni Day and preB. Hatton, Richmond, Ky. re- 1963 while teaching in Orlannew place of abode is Route town. Ky.
manding
Officer
of
this Kentucky State Little All- sented several vocal selections
cently
had
an
article
publishSELDON LOCKARD,
'52,
do, Florida.
4, Gardner Road, -Bellev'ue,
105m
mHowltzer
battery.
to
the
Alumni Association.
America halfback Art Lund
received his Master of Educa- ed in "The Balance Sheet,"
The Southwestern Baptist Elder-ElHwlck
Ohio.
(October issue). The article Theological
tion
from
Miami
University
in
Seminary.
Fort
BI1J.IE JO ELDER. is pictured in next week's
Mrs.
Claude D.
Barton
was entitled "Surveying Bus- Worth, Texas reports that '51,Miss
the bride of Rus- issue
cf TV Guide maga(RUTH CATLETT, '41) is now Oxford, Ohio in June 1963.
inesses Preferences" and was WILLIAM H. SLAGLE, '63, sell became
BENNIE
JEAIN
BAKER,
Elswick on July 12. zine during rehearsal for the
receiving her mail at Hq.
a resume of her Master's thes- received his Bachelor of Di- 1963, Hill
'53,
is
now
Mrs.
Jean
Baker
St. Mark Catholic
USARPAC, APO 958. San
Mrs. Lange graduated vinity (Non-Language) degree Churchat inthe
CBS
television
Ketchum and her address is is.
Richmond, Ky. They forthcoming
Francisco, California, 94100.
Rox 8, Hammondsville, Ohio. from Madison Central and from there this past summer. are residing at 206 Water St., special, "Calamity Jane."
1602 Lynn Way, Louisville . LESLIE G. PURDOM, '55, is Eastern,
receiving her M.S.
Carol Burnett makes her
ANNE DEAN, '63, is teach- Richmond, Kentucky.
22, Ky. is the new address of Chief Warrant Officer, U.S. degree from the University of
Kenton County Lewis-Smith
first appearance of the new'
MARY E. BLACKBERRY, '41. Army and receives his mail Utah.
Arlene Is presently ing in the
Miss
ANN
ROBERTSON
system
at
Dixie
BENJAMIN W.
LYKINS, at: Util. Tact. Trans. Hel. Co. teaching Business at Highland School
TONITE—7:00 Oe!ock
LEWIS and CLYDE SHARPE television season as Calamity
'42, is in Tipi, Formosa, where (6750), APO 143, San Francis- High School in Salt Lake City, Heights High School, and her SMITH,
'60,
were married Jane, while Lund plays a leadaddress
is
3522
Mary
Street,
Utah.
During
her
senior
he is setting up a Urea Lab- co, California.
"THE GIANT"
Erlanger, Kentucky. August 17, 1963 at the First ing role as Wild Bill Hlckok.
oratory, to be operated by the
PRESTON HALL, Jr., '55, is year at Eastern, she was Apt. 1,
was vice-president of the Christian Church in Lawrence- TV GUIDE reports that this Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson
Chinese, for the Nitrogen Di- Guidance Counselor at M. C. President ot the Commerce Anne
burg, Ky. Mr. Smith is teach- is the first time a TV special
and James Dean
vision of Allied Chemical Com- Napier High School, Hazard, Club, Pi Omega Pi, and Presi- 1963 senior class.
ing at Bethel High School in ever has been tried out before
WEDDINGS
pany and his home address is Ky., receiving his mail at Del- dent of the Collegiate PenBethel, Ohio.
His bride at- the public.
The entire troup
Route No. 2, Southpoint, Ohio, phia, Kentucky.
tacle.
Justlce-Vanarsdale
tended the Institute of Ameri- had a two week run at the
where Mr. Lykins will return
KATHERINE SHEPHERD,
SUE BUSH
LINDQUIST,
Miss JUDY JUSTICE and can Universities,
Aix-en-Pro- Dallas State Fair prior to tapin February.
'56, writes that she is now re- '58, and her husband
Tuesday & Wednesday!
have BEN W. VANARSDALE, '60, vence, France, and is presen- ing the show.
GEORGE, '48, and ERNES- ceiving mail at 4130 Richard- moved to 1183 Brlscoe Court, were married recently at the tly employed at the CincinNov. 12 & 13 —7 P.M.
"Calamity
Jane"
can
be
University City 32, Missouri Baptist Church in Meta, Ky. nati Public Library.
TINE JONES HICKS, '42, re- son Rd. Independence, Ky.
seen on WJL.EX-TV, channel
(a suburb of St. Louis) where They reside in Lexington, Ky. •Jameson-Terrm
port a change of address to; MORE
18, November 12, at 9:30 p.m.
"THE WEST SIDE
ROBERT, '57, and JEAN, Mr. Llndquist is employed by where Ben is employed
5420 Winding Road, Louisville
by
Miss Joan Harrell Jameson
Lund graduated from East'56, TISHUE have, acquired the McDonnell Aircraft Co. as a Reynolds Tobacco Co.
STORY"
14, Ky.
of
Rossville,
Tennessee, bein 1937 and went on to became the bride ofvajJTT BUR- ern
RAYMOND W. NELSON, address of Route No. 2, Box Sr. Wlage and Salary Analyst. Rupard-Clarkson
come
a
famous
singer
and
MUSICAL
Sue is not employed at pre'42, is Librarian at Roosevelt 313-H, Morrow, Ohio 45152.
Miss
VIRGINIA TYREE NAM TERRILL, '59, at the Bn ail way star.
Lund.. also Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer,
ERNEST F. MARCHETTI, sent.
home of Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
Jr. High in Hamilton, Ohio
RUPARD,
'59,
and
WILLIAM
was
a
Golden
Gloves
chamRuss
Tamblyn and
Boxwell, Lexington, on Octo7708 West Howard, Milwauand his mailing address is 415 '57, now resides with his fampion in his younger days.
Rita Moreno.
ily al 603 Ariola Drive, Pen- kee, 15, Wisconsin is the new H. CLARKSON, were united ber 18, 1963.
The
bride
is
a
Sherman Ave., Hamilton.
in marriage August 3, at the
sacola Beach, Florida.
He is
He visited the campus in
TED BENEDETT, '47, has a supervisor for Chemstrand address for WM. KINCER, '61. Liberty Baptist Church in graduate of University of Ky. May 1962 to attend the anJAMES E. GUFFEY, '61 Is Cannonsburg.
acquired the address of 101 Co. and has a son who is now
They will reprincipal
at side in Catlettsburg where
Gaywood Drive, St. Clairsvflle, three years of age named Jdhn elementary
Ohio in exchange for 254 Anthony Marchetti.
Blountsville, Indiana and his both are teaching at Boyd
Kruger St., Wheeling, W. Va.
ANDREW
JAMES WIL- mailing address is 1212 South County High School.
SHOP WHERE THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
The marriage of Miss HenDR. HAROLD L. YINGER, SON,
'57, is
principal of 25th St., New Castle, Indiana.
BILLY JOE DUFF, '62, has rietta Scalf and Mr. R. T.
'47, is chairman of the health, Laural-Farrell
Elementary
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, physical education, recreation School in Franklin, Ohio and moved to 2110 Tytus Ave., Nichols was solemnized Aug(Continued From Page 1)
ust 4th, at the PikevUle MethNov 6— Summer jobs are avail- and athletics division at Cent- his street address there is 476 Middletown, Ohio.
RUTH WEST
HENSON, odist Church in Pikeville, Ken- nomic breakdown from the inable for students desiring to ral Missouri State, Warrens- MUlard Drive, Franklin.
They are residing in creased national debt; that we
Personel of
LOCALLV OWNED
NATIONALLY KNOWN
CHARLES A. HARRIS, '58, '82, is now teaching at Madi- tucky.
spend a summer in Europe but burg, Missouri.
should not' be black-mailed Inthe division over which Dr. now resides in Richmond, Vir- son High School, Richmond, Brockton, Richmond, Ky.
whoc ould otherwise not afford Yinger is head includes 20 full ginia at 225 S. Mulberry St.
to
aiding
so-called
neutrals;
Hall-Jones
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For Danforths

Starts Wednesday! • 2 Features!
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FOOD
MARKET

You'll Save this Xmas at
KESSLER'S

OF I9Ve

open daily 'til
10 P. M.

STATE BANK AND

TRUST COMPANY

Sample Shoe Center

College Dry Cleaners

Richmond's Largest Shoe Store
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WHY PAY
MORE

~

WE SELL FOR
LESS

Featuring

*<*wiuc Bfund Shoos
30% - 60% Savings

Mon. - Fri.—8:30 to 5:30

■■

Sat.—8:30 to 8:30

■

"Good Cleaning fox P^a&le
Who Care For The
Clothes They Wear"
-

.

ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
N. THIRD
PHONE 623-5271

Richmond, Kentucky «'

"Figure on banking with us"
. , .

ri2

Convenient Locations —

MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

RICHMOND DRIVE IN THEATRE
4 MILES SOUTH ON U. S. 25 NEAR B. O. A. D.
OPEN FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY—Movie Starts 7 PJW.

CITY TAXI

RICHMOND
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Veterans Cab

"School and Office Supplies"
South Third Street

Richmond, Ky,

Phone 623-4365

*

TELEVISION
And

RADIO REPAIR
Wide Selection Of Radios, Phonographs
And Transistors
*

Click's Radio & T.V.

TONITE & SATURDAY—7:00 & 10:30 P.M.

TheBROTHERSFOUR

Kentucky Cab

623-1400

Fraternity row's favorite sons!
Whole-hearted fun yet earnest intensity—
these arc The BROTHERS FOUR!

24 Hr. Service

Appearing at the

GET A NEW SHIRT
FREE!

University of Kentucky
Memorial Coliseum

PERFECT SHIRTS AREN'T ALL
YOU'LL FIND WHEN YOU OPEN
ONE OF OUR SHIRT PACKAGES.
Packed with each Shirt is a valuable "ShirtPoint" Coupon. Save 100 Coupons and get a
Certificate for a New Shirt of your choice (up
to $5.00). Look sharp and save money with our
quality Shirt Laundering Service.

9:05—RAY MlLLAND
cSSS™
"THE RIVER'S EDGE"—In Color! ——.«■■ *i
SUNDAY ONLY —7:15 and 9:45 P.M.

*- *•— ""*~~>. 4VBEST-SELLE*
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ADVANCE TICKETS $2.
AT THE tS&Z'ZStt;
Mail orders to: LITTLE KENTUCKY DERBY
116 Student Center
University of Kentucky

Lexington, Ky.

220 E. Irvine
130 Kg Hill Ave.
CHOOSE YOUR FREE SHIRT AT
Main At Madison

After the Ky.Tenn. Game!
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Checks payable to the Little Kentucky Derby.
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